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“They considered themselves free and no one will ever be free as long as there is plague, pestilence, and famine.”
-Albert Camus

It is not true that our hopes for
liberation of humankind, of justice, of human dignity, of peace
are not meant for this earth
and for this history—
This is true: The hour comes,
and it is now, that true worshipers
shall worship the Father in
spirit and in truth.

Dwight Teal Jr.

So let us enter Advent in hope,
even hope against hope.
Let us see visions of love and
peace and justice.
Let us affirm with humility,
with joy, with faith, with courage:
Jesus Christ—the Life of the
world.

Daniel Berrigan, S.J.

Advent/Christmas2021
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The Hartford Catholic Worker is published quarterly by the St. Martin De Porres Catholic Worker community. We are
a lay community of Catholics and like minded friends, living in the north end of Hartford, working and praying for
an end to violence and poverty. We are a 501c3 tax exempt organization. We do not seek or accept state or federal
funding. Our ability to house the homeless, feed the hungry, and work with the children depends on contributions
from our readers. We can be reached at: 18 Clark St., Hartford CT 06120; (860) 724-7066, purplehousecw@gmail.
com and www.hartfordcatholicworker.org We are: Brian Kavanagh, Baby Beth Donovan, Joshua Collazo, Dwight
Teal Jr., Sasean Sanders, Jacqueline, Ammon, and Christopher Allen-Douçot.

We are called to be God’s middlemen and women; sharing that portion of Creation in our possession
with our neighbors who have been
denied the fruits of God’s bounty.
Please join us in this calling by supporting our work of feeding the hungry, housing the homeless, resisting
racism and violence, and welcoming
the children, the stranger, the Christ
child in our midst. Donations to
the Hartford Catholic Worker can be sent to: 18 Clark
St., Hartford CT 06120.
Please work and pray for peace
with justice, justice with mercy, and
life with dignity for all of God’s
children.

Jesus, how clearly we see
you at Christmas-time, cradled
by Mary, protected by Joseph,
worshiped by shepherds,
honored by kings, enshrined
on the altar and loved by the
world. But, oh Lord, help us
look for you, too, among the
taxes of life, and the wanderings of rootless travelers. In
the world's smelly stable, and
in makeshift mangers. In
sweat-like drops of blood and
rough-hewn crosses, humanly
fashioned. Help us look, Lord
- and help us find! Not only at
Christmas, but throughout a
New Year, that it might become indeed, "the year of our
Lord."

~ Mary Sue Rosenberger,
Prayers Encircling the World

Jacqueline Allen-Douçot

Reflecting on the reality that long ago God chose to empty
Godself to be born as a child in the village of Bethlehem,
Merton writes:

Jacqueline Allen-Douçot

to

The Child that lies in the manger, helpless and abandoned to the love
of His creatures, dependent entirely upon them to be fed, clothed, and
sustained, remains the Creator and Ruler of the universe. … He wills
be helpless that we may take Him into our care. He has embraced our
poverty … in order to give us his riches.”

The Nativity Child, the God of earth and sky, paradoxically
was born in a lowly stable. The poverty that surrounded Jesus’
birth marked the rest of His life wherein He experienced humiliation, insult, opposition, and, finally, rejection that led to
His being executed by means of a horrific crucifixion.
Sr. Marilyn Sunderman, R.S.M

Critical Race Theory and Shanell

Christopher J. Douçot

late down generations. So let’s again
consider the example of slavery. Not
every individual white person owned
enslaved Black people, however, the
creation of race as a category of identity in colonial Virginia was used
to create opportunities for all white
people while relegating Black people
to a lesser status; and while not all
Black people were enslaved, all Black
people were, to paraphrase Thomas
Jefferson, suspected of being infe-
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cities with somewhat adequate public
transportation must live and work on
(ed. note: There are many links
bus lines, and they must have work
embedded in this essay, go to www.
schedules compatible with the bus
hartfordcatholicworker.org to acschedule. 4.6% of white Americans
cess them)
live in a home without access to a
Much of this issue is devoted to
car, 19% of Black Americans live
a letter we received from one of our
in homes without access to a car.
mom’s in which she asks for help
Shanell is also a renter. 73% of white
with a security deposit. Spoiler alert:
families own their home, compared
we, that is you through us, were able
with only 42% of Black families.
to help her and she has moved into
After quickly depleting her savings,
her new place. Her
Shanell turned to
letter is remarkable
us for help with
because in her life
her security deposwe can see many of
it. Why didn’t she
the struggles faced
turn to family and
by Black people
friends? Because
in America today,
wealth in America
especially Black
is overwhelmingly
women. If you
concentrated in
have been wonderwhite hands. This
ing what critical
does not mean
race theory is- read
that every white
on.
person has savIn her letter
ings, or that there
Shanell describes
are not impoverher travails of
ished white people;
the last year. She
nor does it mean
encountered medithat every Black
cal, financial, and
person is impovhousing difficulerished and there
ties; difficulties
are not wealthy
that folks from
Black people. It
every race experimeans as a whole
ence, sure, but
white America has
they way, and frequency, of how
about
eight
times
the wealth of Black
rior
in
mind
and
body.
When
slavery
these events are experienced are very
America. This gap goes up and down
ended the artifice of race used to
much affected by legacies of racism
with rises and falls in the real estate
justify owning people in a society
and patriarchy. A few issues ago I
and stock markets. Shanell didn’t
dedicated
to
freedom
was
never
fully,
referenced C. Wright Mills’ notion of
turn to friends or family because
explicitly
renounced;
and
so
over
the sociological imagination, often
it is very unlikely that someone in
generations notions of Black inferiparaphrased as “the intersection of
ority/white supremacy misinformed her circle had the financial ability to
biography and history”. We share a
help her. Her social circle is unlikely
common history, but our biographies public policies, social relations and
to include white people (except for
norms,
theology,
and
just
about
intersect with that history in unique
every aspect of American life. This is us) because our society remains
ways reflective of our race, class,
segregated by race. Her family is
gender, generation, religion, nation- reflected in Shanell’s story.
very unlikely to include white people
Shanell always paid her bills on
ality, and more. For example, Black
because interracial relationships still
time,
especially
her
rent,
and
she
and white people had very different
carry a stigma, one that is diminexperiences with slavery. These dif- built a very modest savings. All it
took was a car crash for things to beferences operate on individual and
gin to unravel. Without a car people
social axes, and they often accumu(Please see: Critical, p4)
living outside of major American

Critical Race, cont.

died when she gave birth in 2018.
Dr. Susan Moore, a Black woman,
expressed this very fear when she
ishing for sure, but prohibitions
came down with COVID. She died.
on interracial marriages were not
declared unconstitutional until 1967! Read Medical Apartheid.
Ironically, this racist belief
And relationships, real/imagined/
has
actually prevented the opioid
feared, between Black men and
epidemic
from impacting Black
white women were a leading “jusAmerica to the extent it has white
tification” for lynching. If there is
someone in Shanell’s circle who has America. This has also triggered a
re-evaluation of how addiction is unthe capacity to lend her $1100, it is
derstood.
The War on Drugs began
very likely that this person is the “go
as a dog whistle campaign to associto” person for a whole lotta folks…
ate Black people and hippies with
Shanell also wrote of her dandrugs and crime in an effort to disgerous and traumatic experience
credit the Civil Rights and antiwar
giving birth a few weeks ago. She is
movement. Watch The 13th. It led to
generous in her assessment of the
an unraveling of the gains made by
care she received, and maybe she
did receive optimum care. However, the Civil Rights movement and the
mass incarceration of Black AmeriBlack people, women in particucans. Read The New Jim Crow.
lar, consistently receive inferior
The War on Drugs may be comcare because of persistent racial
ing
to an end as white casualties
bias- implicit and otherwise. Black
mount
in this latest battle. As white
women are three times as likely
Americans encounter the harsh
to die in childbirth compared to
penalties of our drug laws addiction
white women! This is a loud echo
is increasingly being seen as a public
of earlier practices. Modern gynehealth problem in need of public
cology is based on the work of the
health solution. Unfortunately, it
celebrated sadist Dr. James Marion
appears that this reevaluation may
Sims. Sims purchased several Black
not extend to our response to Black
women, (Anarcha, Betsy, Lucy,
Americans.
and others whose names were not
Let me stop here. If you click
recorded), whom he tied down and
on
the links in this essay I’ve given
then repeatedly cut and sutured their
you
plenty to read and think about.
genitalia. Until 2018 he was honored
Americans
would be well served if
with a statue in Central Park. Sims
rationalized his torture by accepting we read more and thought more
critically. I think we would be even
the ludicrous idea that Black people
better served if we also listened
do not feel pain. This idea persists
in American medicine! A 2016 study more, most especially to impoverished people, to Black people, and
found that half, HALF, of white
medical students believed that Black to women. Black feminist thinker
Patricia Hill Collins asserts that “all
patients had thicker skin and less
knowledge begins with the lived
sensitive nerve endings. A separate
experience”, for too many of usstudy from 2019 found that Black
especially white folks and men- our
patients in emergency departments
knowledge also ends with our lived
are 40% less likely to receive pain
experience. If we are to heal and
medicine than white patients when
experiencing acute pain. Yet another grow as a society, we need more
study showed that this disparity also than big data and knowledge. We
need wisdom and compassion. To
harms Black children.
gain wisdom we need to interrogate
This can partly be explained as
the result of Black people, especially our knowledge/lived experiences
in light of the lived experiences/
Black women, not being believed.
This is why Serena Williams nearly knowledge of others, especially the

oppressed. To do so we need
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to seek out right relationships with folks like Shanell. Opening our minds will open our hearts.
Shanell’s letter is remarkable
because it reveals what kind of
woman, mother, member of our
community… what kind of human
being Shanell is. I’m guessing that if
she had Bezos’ billions, she would
not be hurtling into space but rather,
paying it forward to help neighbors
in need. We hear the voices of the
billionaire boys and the tech bros,
and Jiminy Crickets we know too
much about the concerns of the
Khardasians, when we really need
to be listening to Shanell and her
neighbors. How might their experiences of living near the dump and
trash to energy plant inform environmental policy? How might their
experiences of relying on inadequate
public transportation be more apropos than the whims of car driving
legislators when determining how
we will “build back better”? How
might their actual struggles with
childcare be more pertinent to the
discourse than those of a millionaire
senator from West Virginia?
The powerful, the loud, the
wealthy, the men: we have had our
say for millennia and more, and
we’ve created a fine mess. How ‘bout
we turn the wheel over to Shanell
and her sisters? I think we might just
end up with a more compassionate,
sane, sensible, and equitable world.W

Wanting Rainbows
Shanell Simpson

(We recently received the following letter
from one of our moms. It is reprinted here
with her permission.)
I once believed that “if you want
the rainbow you have to put up with
the rain” I say that to say this. Life
hasn’t always been easy for me and
I’m just so young and still learning.
I have always been a high
achiever and always wanted
to become something more
than my life purpose. And
that’s because I believe that
God has amazing plans in
store for me.
My Name is Shanell
Simpson. I am a 30-year-old
single mother of four daughters. I was born and raised in
Hartford. I have made education a central part of my life.
I have two bachelor’s degrees,
as well as a master’s degree.
I was always the dean’s list,
high honor roll, or some list
of high achievement. This
makes me smile because I
have daughters and I see the
same things happening to
them in their education.
I found out years ago I can
only control the NOW, I only
have Power of the NOW. I
cannot control or fix yesterday, it’s no longer here. I cannot control or fix the future
because it hasn’t gotten here
yet. I can only control what’s
in front of me. This year has
been the roughest year for me. It
started with me having a baby but
not knowing I was pregnant until
our first nor’easter when I totaled
my car driving to work after being
forced to come in. I was told in the
ER that I was pregnant.
This is when my whole world
took a turn. Because yes, I didn’t
have prior struggles. I didn’t have to
worry about the big things like my
car insurance, my rent, my car notes
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that morning. She was upset and you
can almost see her urge to get by as
we moved up bit by bit. To ease her,
we paid for her meal. To see her pull
us over to give us a hug because she
lost her mother that morning but
still wanted to go to work to get her
mind off things... was everything.
Over the past few years with my
oldest, Passion, being a part
of the Green House family,
it taught her how to care for
others in spite of anything
they may go through, this
allowed me to embed that in
my household too. However,
being a mother can be tough
because I have to tend to
my children and their needs
before even thinking about
myself, so that they know it’s
okay to take care of someone
but never to forget yourself
also.
I would say I am the kind
of person who is Okay with
certain things being the same
way just as long as it works
for me. I was ok with waking up, getting my children
ready for school or church. I
was okay with making them
breakfast, lunch, and dinner. I was okay with bringing
them to and from school. I
was okay with going to work
every day. I was okay with
paying my rent on time for
Psalm 81
the past 6 years. I made sure
Kreg Yingst
it was there. I was okay with
life, just as long as anything I
my pregnancy being high risk. I was needed was getting done. My mother
out of work from February through taught me that “if you don’t pay anything expenses to always make sure
September. My leave was paid, so I
you pay your rent”, and to “always
had some income to get by with.
be willing to lend a hand because
I find that I’m my strongest
you never know how much you can
when I’m with my kids and do
change someone life.” Mom taught
things for my kids. We find it a
me that “a blessing is yet to come”.
blessing to pay it forward. For exI had so many setbacks this year
ample, one time a woman was running late. I’m guessing she wanted
(Please see: Rainbows, p6)
to go in front of me at Burger King
because I had an amazing job that
would cover me, or so I thought.
However, to find out that my job
had insufficient benefits took a toll
on my finances. I used my entire
saving to get by for a few months. It
was hard. I switched jobs within the
same company in order to get full
benefits, and I went on leave due to

Rainbows, cont.
that I’m shocked that I made it
through. However, my experience I
had during my last pregnancy was
a lot. I never imagined that what’s
happening to me now could become
something drastic. First, I must say
that I am completely grateful for all
that the Green House has done for
me. My real story starts by going
back to July when I encountered
something so scary, and so dangerous, that I can’t believe I was able
to make it out of
that operating room.
And my daughter,
my precious baby girl
came into the world
in the craziest way. I
am completely grateful to have had the
outstanding staff that
was at my bed side
for all the days I was
there.
This all started
from me calling my
doctor office and
speaking to a nurse
because of my frequent back and forth
prior to Labor and
Delivery for bleeding. I was given
silver nitrate to stop the bleeding
and sent home, but a few days later
I had more bleeding. I was told to
come in and my doctor said the
bleeding was coming from somewhere else.
So, I was sent up to labor and
delivery for a 24-hour monitoring
on July 15th. This turned in to two
days. I was checked and no bleeding. I was told that if I was still not
bleeding by Sunday 18th I could go
home. Sunday came and I reported
more bleeding, and I was not released because the doctors said I was
not stable. On the 21st I woke up
with heavy bleeding. For a total of
7 days morning, noon and night I
wasn’t able to see my family, wasn’t
able to do the simplest things like

pay bills or see my children. My entire life was on hold. Due to Covid I
had no visitors except for my mom.
My depression hit an all-time low.
I was just in my room bleeding; they
really didn’t know where it was coming from. On July 21st the hospital
finally approved for my children to
come see me. I was so happy I broke
down before they came. I started
to feel so much better. I said “I
got this; we will figure out what is
wrong with me. I need to stay here
for me and for this baby. We will be
ok. This bleeding is nothing, it can’t

be”.
Later that night I started to feel
pain that wasn’t like cramping. This
pain was on top of the bleeding. I
was in labor and already at 10 cm.
My nurse needed to check my baby’s
heartbeat. On the ultrasound we
noticed my child in breech with one
leg out of me. I had an emergency C
section; my placenta had ruptured.
My baby was rushed to the NICU
weighing only 2 pounds 10 ounces.
I made it my business to be in the
NICU morning, noon, and night. I
was scared for my daughter. I had
given birth at 28 weeks 5 days. My
daughter is home now, and I thought
my life would be back on track
soon. I received a return-to-work
date soon after she got home, and
her father reached out and is fully
involved with her.

I then ran into issues
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with my housing. I have
been under Hartford Housing for
six years and never been late on my
rent, which is based on my income.
I got a notice to do my renewal the
same day my daughter came home. I
was given ‘til the end of the month
to complete the paperwork. I have
been going back and forth with
the housing authority about child
support payments I’m not getting.
For the past 6 years I have been
paying extra rent because the housing authority believed I was getting
child support when I
wasn’t. I also didn’t
know that any money
coming into my account from friends
or family was also
considered income.
I often get scared of
who is doing my papers because I had to
get legal aid involved
a few times to get
my rent corrected as
housing would either
over price or violate
my rights as a tenant.
However, this
time I turned in
everything. I then got a second
noticed stating that my lease would
be terminated if I did not turn in the
papers… that I had already turned
in. I eventually got a package which
needed my signature for what would
be my rent for the year. I quickly
noticed it was $1060 a month. I was
shocked because I’m living in low
income- not moderate income- but
low-income housing. I can’t cover
that amount.
I have dealt with the inspections, with housing coming into my
home while I was at work for nonemergencies, my property manager
driving on my grass on Saturdays
when the office is closed, I’ve had to
deal with mice, rats and bugs. I’ve
had to deal with housing saying who
can come in my home, for how long
and who can live with me… I have

to help me move so I am7
provided bank
seeking help with the
statements and
security deposit of $1,100
personal informaso I can now start over
tion that doesn’t
with my children and
even play a factor
The
median
maternal
mortality
rate
take care of my famin determining
in select developed countries is 4.45 out
ily. I have had a rough
what my rent
year, and I would love
should be. I’ve
of every 100,000 women.
to pay it forward again
had it.
but can’t do so in my
Around
current condition. I am
Christmas time
Over four times as many
ok leaving housing and
of last year, I got
women die in the United
giving up my Section
a paper from the
States: 20 out of every
8 subsidy. It is time for
Green House
100,000
me to go because I no
asking if I needed
longer want to be stuck
help with rent,
in public housing. I want
and if I had a
to be happy, and I want
loved one in jail
Black women in the U.S. die at more
to be free of worries. At
since they were
than TWICE that rate: 44 out of every
this current moment my
offering to put
100,000!
mother is here helping
some money on
me pack. I break down
their commissary
very fast. I have been
account. I loved
through a lot. My new
that idea, and I
landlord is willing to let
told friends and
me move in now even
family who do
without the security paid
not have a bank
yet so I can sleep well at
account that they
under housing and all that I personnight
and
feel
safe to know that evcan use my bank account to send
ally just went through, that housing
erything
will
be
ok. So I am seeking
funds to their loved ones. More so
would consider those transactions
assistance with my security of $1,100
the one person who I find it imporfrom Daniels’s mother, his friends,
to lessen my worries.W (Please note:
tant in my life is my now ex-boyand brothers as my own household
friend, Daniel B.
through
the generosity of our supporters we
income!
Due to this situation with my
were able to pay Shanell’s security deposit.)
So, the question is – do I conbank account we had to break up
tinue to allow housing to make my
because he felt it was his fault that
living what it is for that amount?
my rent was increased since the
My mother’s landlord heard my
money going in and out my account story and has seen all that I had to
was declared income. I have always
go through, and he offered me a
paid it forward to help people like
three-bed room close to my family.
his mother get funds to him because The change with this is I can work
Daniel has it rough and I know it
as many hours as I want but my rent
can be hard for him. I have had the
will be fixed at $1,100. No more
Green House pray for him when
inspections, landlord coming in
he has court and pray for him at all
whenever they want, landlord drivtimes as he is young. He is also the
ing on the grass to be nosy seeing
one person I request the commissary what’s going on in everyone house,
money goes to. Daniel’s mother does no more pest issues, my daughter
not have a proper banking system
is closer to the one place she lovesto send the money to him so she
and that’s the Green House, and I’ll
would normally cash app money to
be by all of my family.
me and I would put it in my account
I have given housing my 30 days’
and send right to him. What I didn’t notice and want to be out of here
know is after all these years of being ASAP. I know I don’t have anything

Nate the Great

We are hoping to help our buddy
Nate, a long time Green House kid
who is now a Green House man.
Nate lived down the block from us.
He became fast friends with Ammon; they even graduated from
college together. Unfortunately, his
diploma and transcript are being
held hostage by his school because
he still owes them $6000. This is
impeding his ability to pursue his
career in accounting and banking.
This is a racial justice issue for
us. Because of the despicable racial wealth gap, which is the legacy
of the racist policies of the FHA
during its’ first thirty years, Black
Americans have less wealth to share
with each other, and with their
families, to fund a college education. This leads to Black American
college graduated owe on average of
$25,000 more debt than white graduates. A report by the Brookings
Institute found: “the moment they
earn their bachelor’s degrees, black
college graduates owe $7,400 more
on average than their white peers
($23,400 versus $16,000, including
non-borrowers in the averages). But
over the next few years, the blackwhite debt gap more than triples to
a whopping $25,000. Differences
in interest accrual and
graduate school borrowing lead to black graduates
holding nearly $53,000
in student loan debt four
years after graduation—
almost twice as much as
their white counterparts.”
This debt inhibits Black
college graduates from
building wealth; that is- it
inhibits or prevents: their
ability to own a reliable
car, to live on their own,
to eventually buy a house,
to fund a retirement, to
fund a tax deductible 529
college savings account to

help their children. Because of the
racist FHA policies, starting in 1933
white Americans had a thirty-year
head start in building wealth. When
it comes to home ownership white
Americans have been able to “buy
low and sell high” building wealth
that has become transgenerational.
This transfer of wealth includes:
white families being able to save in
529 plans, being able to pay more of
their child’s tuition, and being able
to access home equity to consolidate
their children’s student debt at lower
interest rates. Black Americans,
and really all nonwhite Americans,
were only able to enter the housing
market in meaningful numbers in
the 1960’s. They were not able to
buy low. They are also not able to
sell high. Because of persistent white
flight, a steadfast refusal of white
Americans to live in racially diverse
neighborhoods, the demand for
homes in predominantly nonwhite
neighborhoods is substantially less
than for homes in white neighborhoods. It’s then simple economics:
less demand equals less value.
We want to pay this ransom- err
this debt, to free Nate. To be honest,
I’d rather go to town on this school
with, maybe shame them publicly a
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bit for how they would prominently
feature Nate and the handful of
other nonwhite students in their
promotional materials; force them
to eat Nate’s debt as fair compensation for the use of his image. But
Nate is not comfortable with that;
he’s not really comfortable with this.
Nate is everything society could
hope for in a young person. He is
proud without being arrogant. He is
diligent, persistent, and takes initiative. Above all- he is compassionate
and gentle. Thus we turn to you, can
you please help us help Nate? Please
consider sending a donation to: the
Hartford Catholic Worker, 18 Clark
St, Hartford 06120 with the notation
“Nate-Daylon Fund” in the memo.
The Daylon Fund is money we set
aside to help Green House kids
with scholarships. It is in honor of
Daylon, a Green House kid who had
a mile wide smile until he was shot
and killed. Upon award of a Daylon
Fund scholarship, recipients write a
letter to Daylon’s mom Janet sharing
with her their hopes and dreams, as
well as their memories of Daylon if
they were friends with him. Please
remember Janet in your prayers.
Thanks. W

Aspenne’s Library

is a children’s book publishing
agency started by Patricia BellamyMathis, MSW in 2021. Patricia is a
mother, wife, author, educator, and
social worker who has a passion for
expanding children’s exposure to
literature that features Black and
brown characters and gives power to

Notes, cont.

she was able to help us for the time that she
was here. I for one will miss her dry wit and
sunny disposition.
As sad as I am to see Sasha go, it seems
like I should mention our newest intern: Lulu!
She is an intern of the four-legged, wet nosed
variety. She comes with years of experience
and a tranquil demeanor that has made her
an instant star with the children. She has
settled for sharing the third floor of the Green
House with me and Josh, but she thinks we
should have more snacks left on low surfaces,
not for her, for everybody.
Last Friday we hosted a vaccine clinic
during the after school program through a
partnership with Hartford Healthcare. We
were able to get some of our vaccine hesitant
families to talk through their concerns with a
professional. Many folks were able to get their
first shot while others finally faced their fear of
needles and were rewarded by one of the most
painless injections they had ever experienced.
Some didn’t even notice they had gotten the
shot until the band aids were being stuck on

Black and brown stories. Aspenne’s
Library is named for Patricia’s
daughter, Aspenne, who inspired
Patricia to move from passion to
action.
The mission of Aspenne’s Library
is to curate children’s books and
literature that:
Y Highlights the Black and
brown experience
Y Promotes Black and brown
success
Y Provides mirror images for
our Black and brown children
to relate to while reading
“Down South for the Summer” is
our premiere book. “Down South
for Summer” is the story of a Black
family from the Northeast taking
their annual road trip to see their
grandparents in South Carolina. Set
in the 1990s, this story highlights
the quintessential Black experience
--- sleek braids and beads, everyone (and then some) piling into the
family van and playing road trip
games during the long drive. Once
in the South, the family enjoys being
wrapped in Grandma’s shea butter hugs, the freshest meals farmed

from the family land, waving hello 9
to the friendliest neighbors, and
of course getting darker shades of
mochas, caramels and chocolates
from the hours spent playing in the
Carolina sun.
This story promotes the adventure and love that carries through
the Black family from state to state,
from road meal to home-cooked
meal and in every small, yet memorable family experience.
Follow @aspennes.library on
Instagram to learn more about their
premiere book “Down South for the
Summer” by Patricia Bellamy-Mathis
and to pre-order! W

their arm. We plan on hosting another clinic
in early December to get folks fully vaccinated
and boosted.
We now stare down incoming waves of
turkeys, sweet potatoes, canned cranberry
sauce, and boxed stuffing. We are determined
to get it sorted and delivered to families in
time for us to be ready for Christmas just
around the corner. It is never more evident
than in these cold holiday months when it
seems everyone in Hartford finds their way
to the Green House, how lucky we are for the
support from our donors that allows us to
serve in this capacity. We have been extremely
lucky for donations from the Archdiocese
of Hartford, the Hartford Foundation, the
Sisters of Mercy, longtime community friend
Joe the Barber (click here if you’re reading
online to have your heart warmed), and many
of you, that will allow us to continue helping
with rent, heat and electricity as we enter the
colder months. It goes without say, but we
always say it anyways; none of this would be
possible without the many donations of time,
treasure and talent from you, our readers and

extended community and we are more thankful this time of year than any other.
As for an update on individual community members, it’s been a semester of growth
for many of us. Chris continues to teach his
classes and some of his students even come to
program to volunteer. Jackie just finished her
first semester in a two-year spiritual directorship program. Sasean has been working full
time and taking classes at ECSU, Brian has
promised not to eat all the turkey skin at
Thanksgiving (trust me this is huge growth).
Beth and I continue to anchor program
together and Dwight has continued to help
out as often as possible, even though he has
upgraded from the Greenhouse to a swanky
artsy apartment- we love you Dewey.
Please pray for us, for our neighbors, and
for the fullness of the Beloved Community
to extend to all of God’s children that is the
promise of Advent. We will remember you in
our prayers. W
(ed. note: As we went to press Lulu’s illnesses overwhelmed her. Please offer a prayer
for Ammon as he mourns this loss.)
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We had a fantastic Halloween party at
the
end
of October. Andrea and our friends at
The trees in the backyard of the Green
Holy
Family
made sure that we were flush with
House have caught fire with the yellows and
candy,
Jackie
showed off some truly impressive
reds of autumn. The complaints from chilabove the mask face painting, Beth ensured
dren about bugs and bees have changed to
everyone had a costume and I... well I dressed
arguments about whether the weather truly
up as a lobster and did my best to make
necessitates a jacket. The clocks have been set
sure kids took home their painted pumpkins
back, and we race the sunset at circle every
alongside their candy. I did not succeed, the
day to ensure the kids are on their way home
squirrels and groundhog in the backyard were
before it is too dark. It is, as we say, that time of
thrilled. My dad hopes we get some volunteer
year again.
pumpkin vines in the Spring. A huge thanks
Things have fallen into a more regular
to Jen O’Neill and St. John Fisher parish, and
rhythm as we round the corner to the holidays.
all the other supporters, that donated candy
We are so lucky for the support of our regular
and costumes to keep our kids spooky and
volunteers, Barb, Rita, Carole, Marybeth and
spectacular this Halloween.
Jim, who have been coming every week since
It has been wonderful having Sasha with
we opened back up, offering the friendship
us
for
the past couple months, she has built
and familiarity with the kids that they have
relationships
with the kids, and taken the inibuilt up over the years. It has been wonderful
tiative
on
projects
around the houses, but alas
for kids to come back for the first time since
higher education calls, and she has recently
the pandemic shut us down and look up at
Kreg Yingst been busy with the process of college applicareturning volunteers and say “you still go
here?” almost like they know that we are really the familiarity of an old teacher welcoming an tions. We will be sad to see her go but are glad
alumnus.
the students learning from them. It has all
(Please see: Notes, p9)

Ammon Allen-Douçot

